Translocation (1;22) in a child with bilateral oblique facial clefts
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SUMMARY An eight month old girl was born with symmetrical bilateral oblique facial clefts and calcaneovarus foot deformity. CT scan of the head showed severe bilateral ocular hypoplasia and normal brain parenchyma. Peripheral blood karyotype showed a de novo balanced translocation between a chromosome 1 and 22. A submicroscopic imbalance secondary to this translocation cannot be ruled out. The pattern of the observed anomalies will help distinguish between oblique facial clefts and amniotic band disruption. Chromosomal studies should be performed in children with such rare malformations.

Cleft lip and palate are relatively common congenital anomalies seen separately or as part of many different congenital anomaly syndromes. Oblique facial clefts are much more rare, constituting 0.25% of all facial clefts.1 Several different classifications of oblique clefts have been proposed.2-5 Based on the anatomy and severity of the defect, Morian2 recognised two major types, naso-ocular and oro-ocular, with the latter type further subdivided into oromedial-canthal and orolateral-canthal types. A few case reports of oblique clefts have included information about the karyotype and those have been cytogenetically normal.6 The infant we are reporting had bilateral oblique facial clefts (oromedial-canthal type) associated with a balanced chromosomal translocation (1;22).

Case report

This girl, born at term, was referred at one week of age for evaluation of congenital anomalies. She was born to a 23 year old G1P0-1 white mother and 26 year old father; they were not consanguineous. The pregnancy was uncomplicated and there was no history of trauma, leakage of amniotic fluid, or exposure to unusual drugs. Delivery was assisted with forceps because of failure to progress. Fetal membranes were intact. Apgar scores were 9 at one and five minutes. Growth measurements were: weight 3-6 kg (90th centile), head circumference 35-3 cm (90th centile), and length 49-6 cm (50th centile). The skull was of normal shape. Lateral to each nostril a complete cleft extended upwards to the medial canthus of the respective eye (fig 1). Inferiorly, the cleft involved the lip, gingiva, and palate. The middle third of the right lower eyelid had a coloboma. Both corneae and sclerae were covered by cutaneous ectoderm and granulation tissue and there were synechiae between this tissue and the eyelids. Four symmetrical circumferential

FIG 1 Patient’s face showing the bilateral clefts. Also notice the right lower eyelid coloboma.
cutaneous folds were seen on the arms and legs. The remainder of the physical examination was unremarkable except for unusually deep palmar creases and left calcaneovarus foot deformity. Chest and pelvic X-rays were normal. Brain stem evoked auditory responses were normal. CT scan of the head showed normal brain parenchyma, severe bilateral ocular hypoplasia, more marked on the right, and a palatal cleft extending up to the vomer bone (fig 2). Ocular muscles and optic nerve bundles were also small and asymmetrical. Giemsa banded peripheral blood lymphocyte karyotype showed a balanced reciprocal translocation [46,XX,t(1;22)(q21;q12)] (fig 3). Both parents had normal karyotypes.

At eight months of age, she has undergone multiple reconstructive surgical procedures. Her development has not been formally assessed but does not appear unduly delayed for a sightless infant.

Discussion

Among other anomalies, oblique facial clefts have been induced in laboratory animals by salicylate poisoning and vitamin A deficiency. No history of...
unusual drug or chemical exposure was obtained in this case. Amniotic bands can disrupt craniofacial development but the resulting defects characteristically do not conform to the normal planes of closure and merging of the embryonic facial processes. In addition, they are known to cause limb and digital amputations in utero. Several patients with evidence of amniotic bands have been reported as cases of oblique facial cleft. On initial examination amniotic band facial disruption was considered because of the circumferential cutaneous folds, but with the symmetrical distribution of the facial clefts and absence of bands or constriction rings, this diagnosis seemed unlikely.

The clefts seen here correspond to the embryonic nano-optic furrow that lies between the nasolateral and nasomedial processes. As the volume of mesoderm in these processes expands, the processes merge and obliterate the furrow. In our patient the furrow remains evident because normal merging did not occur. The clefts of the lip and palate are secondary to failure of fusion of the maxillary processes with the nasomedial process and failure of the palatal shelves to fuse across the midline. It also appears likely that eyelid formation was defective with failure of the lids to fuse and protect the developing eye. As a result of chronic exposure to the amniotic fluid the corneae could become dysplastic and be overgrown with fibrous tissue and cutaneous ectoderm from the eyelids. The abnormal palmar creases, club foot, and the observed limb cutaneous folds suggest disturbance of development more extensive in space and time than would be necessary to account for maldevelopment of the face.

To our knowledge there are no reports of familial incidence of oblique clefts to suggest a genetic basis. In addition, the few karyotypes reported in these patients have been normal. Our patient has an apparently de novo balanced translocation. Genetic imbalance may result from a small deletion or duplication, gene mutation, or position effect. This may be aetiologically important in this child’s birth defects. Large newborn surveys have shown a 1–9/1000 overall incidence of balanced chromosomal rearrangements including translocations and inversions. The group with mental retardation had a higher incidence of de novo translocations (1–8/1000) versus the normal group (0–25/1000). This patient is too young to assess her development fully and other effects of this chromosomal translocation could become evident later in childhood.
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